Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE MEMORIES:
As the probate review is somewhat short, I thought we would have a guest editorial from Alan
Harvith, a true baseball fan. As readership grows we are actually getting a lot of responses and I
invite your comments.
“The baseball game I remember most was played on June 24, 1962 in Detroit.
Sunday afternoon, Detroit Tigers played against the mighty New York Yankees. When the game
started I was at home playing catch in the yard with my friend and neighbor, Sheldon Davis.
However, my older brother, Elliott, was at the game and Sheldon, who just got his driver’s
license, offered to pick him up after the game with the provision he could drive my dad’s new
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car. My parents were delighted because they didn’t want to drive back to Tiger Stadium
(Sheldon, who later became a renowned surgeon was always a responsible kid).
When the time came, Sheldon and I jumped into the car and headed downtown. The first thing I
did was turn on the radio and tune in the ball game. The Tigers were trailing by a run and, as we
got closer to the stadium, Rocky Colavito drove in a run to tie the game in the bottom of the 6 th
inning. Tigers 7; Yankees 7.
We pulled up to the stadium and actually parked our car on the street right in front of the gate.
Because it was the top of the 7th inning, there were no ushers working the entrance and we just
walked in, went to the grandstand and found my brother. We agreed to stay for the two
remaining innings. Many of the fans had already left the game so it was not difficult to relocate
our seats a few rows behind and between the Yankee dugout and backstop.
You could not ask for a better seat to see a game even if it was for only two innings – we
couldn’t stop smiling – what could be better? What could be better? Extra innings would be
wonderful as the game was 7 – 7 and it was not in the 9th inning.
The seats were so good we hoped he game would never end. I was never so close to Elston
Howard, Clete Boyer, Mickey Mantle, Moose Skowron, Roger Maris, Bobby Richardson and
Yogi Berra – these were the New York Yankees and I could read the trademark on their
Louisville Sluggers. The Tigers were a bunch of rag tags in comparison. My brother loved
Charley Maxwell and Bobo Osborne. Caseh and Colavito were in the game along with a real
unsung hero, second baseman, Dick McAuliffe.
The game just kept going on, and on and on. We hit a landmark at the top of the 16 th inning
because we actually sat through an entire 9 inning game. I wasn’t even thinking about my dad’s
new car parked on the street, in front of the stadium, for all I knew it was towed away but I
couldn’t care less. Hank Aguirre was pitching and from our seats we had a perfect sight line to
the #37 on the lefty’s back.
The game continued, we were not into the 20th inning and it was still 7 – 7. The hot dog vendor
was not giving the remaining dogs away free. Remember those heavy 50 pound metal cases the
vendors strapped around their necks and dragged up and down the grandstand stairs? I loved
those contraptions, they held the hot dogs in a water heated covered compartment on one side,
the warm buns in another compartment on the other side and there was also a spot where mustard
and relish was stored. These guys could whip out a hot dog, throw it into a bun, slap it with
mustard and relish in about 5 seconds. What a great job! That could have been the best meal in
my life; nothing could spoil this magnificent experience.
Nothing but a two run Yankee homer in the top of the 22nd inning. Now the Tigers were behind
9 – 7 and Jim Bouton (I read his book) mowed through the heart of the Tiger line up and it was
over, Yankees 9 Tigers 7. The game lasted 7 hours and I was there for over 5 hours. Five hours
in the best seat ever watching these great heroes.
As I recall there were very few people left in the stands by the end of the game. Those who
stayed were all shaking their heads, talking to one another in amazement, all knowing we were
witnessing some kind of history and certainly a game never to be forgotten.
By the way, my dad’s car was still in the same spot, no ticket and no tow truck. When I got
home, my parents didn’t say a word why we were so late; Sheldon’s parents weren’t mad
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because he missed dinner at his house. It was as if they knew where we were, and somehow they
could see the smiles on our faces for all 16 innings of baseball.”
By: Alan Harvith
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files: Standing to Object to Fiduciary’s Account
Accounts
Actions of Fiduciary
Conservator is a daughter of Adrienne Gierman. Adrienne Gierman had other children who,
throughout the proceedings, supported the position of conservator.
Yvonne Wilcox is the Ward’s sister. She did not like what the conservator was doing. She filed
a petition to remove her. The lower court spent a great deal of time approving the accountings
and actions of the guardian and conservator and told the Plaintiff to communicate with the
Guardian Ad Litem relative to her complaints. The Probate Court found and determined that the
sister, in light of EPIC, had no standing and dismissed the Petition for Removal.
The Court of Appeals spent seven (7) pages reviewing the propriety of conservator’s actions. If
Plaintiff had no standing, nothing else should have been decided either by the lower court or the
Court of Appeals.
This case can be taken for the statement that in the absence of a showing that a person is
“another party interested in the estate” only an heir-at-law has standing. Plaintiff here, if she
could have shown she was a Will beneficiary or the Ward’s POD pension rights were being
affected, might have had standing.
A court can hear an accounting even if there are no objections, but by saying they are allowing
the account because there are no objections they are not waving their right to look at the account,
merely saying that formal hearing is not necessary.
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